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early booking

DISCOUNT
SAVE 25%

Book by
30 September 2020

© ROMAN SCHEIBLER

Why discover
Norway with
Hurtigruten?
Original
Hurtigruten has been sailing
the Norwegian coast since
1893, and we look forward to
showing you the very best of
our homeland.
Magnificent fjords
Norway’s iconic fjords are
among the world’s most
beautiful destinations.
Only Hurtigruten takes
you deep into remote, wildliferich areas to explore places
others don’t venture.

© AGURTXANE CONCELLON

Incredible variety
There is so much to see along
the longest coastline in Europe
- everything from charming
villages to towering mountains,
from Lofoten’s famed beauty to
nameless islands in idyllic
bays. A Hurtigruten expedition
cruise brings you closer to
the treasures of one the most
stunning regions on Earth.

NORWAY

ARCTIC WINTER NORTHERN
LIGHTS EXPEDITION

8

WHITE WINTER EXPEDITION
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NORWAY FJORDS AND
MIDNIGHT SUN EXPEDITION
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Sustainability first
As the world leader in
sustainable expedition
cruising, we take our
responsibility to protect the
Norwegian coast and all
destinations where we travel
seriously. Among the initiatives
we’ve launched are campaigns
to eliminate heavy fuel oil, ban
single-use plastic on our fleet
and organise beach clean ups.
Which Norway adventure
is right for you?
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Our new Expedition cruises take you
on a journey of discovery to handpicked
pearls along the Norwegian coastline

We provide everything you need for
an unforgettable experience along
the beautiful Norwegian coastline

Longer port stays
We are now offering longer port stays that will allow you to
explore further and truly experience Norway. Our long port
stays last from half a day to a full day.
You will be able to explore the beautiful fjords and scenic
areas handpicked by our experts in Norway.

WHAT’S INCLUDED
z A professional Expedition Team of handpicked experts
© ANDREA KLAUSSNER

Included activities
Enjoy our selection of activities, handpicked specially for your
sailing by our experienced expedition team.
Each day features a new included activity and a wide range
of optional excursions including hiking, kayaking and
bird-watching, your expedition will be more than an active
adventure, it will be a culinary journey as well.

z A rich programme of included activities, including 		
onshore exploration
z One daily on-shore activity
z Long stays at ports giving you even more time to explore

© GENNA ROLAND

© HURTIGRUTEN PHOTO COMPETITION

z Complimentary jacket and re-usable water bottle

Expert Expedition Team
On all expedition cruises around the world, our ships are
equipped with an Expedition Team - a dedicated group that
will help you discover the best of each destination.
Our Expedition Teams love adventure. We have experts in
marine biology, Arctic survival, oceanography, photography,
and more on board to help make your journey an
unforgettable experience.
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© AGURTXANE CONCELLON PHOTOGRAPHY

From the moment you step on board, we want you to
relax, discover new places, and learn fascinating facts.
To help you focus on enjoying great experiences, we
have included the following in your expedition.

HANDPICKED ITINERARY

Full board
You don’t have to worry about extras, our expedition cruises
include activities as well as full board. Breakfast, lunch and
dinner, including beverages. (House beer, wine, sodas and
mineral water).
You can also help yourself to coffee and tea from our
restaurants and bar throughout the day.

AN EXTRAORDINARY
EXPERIENCE

© NORWAY KING CRAB PRODUCTION AS

© ØRJAN BERTELSEN

WHY CHOOSE AN
EXPEDITION CRUISE?

PREMIUM COMFORT

z Loan of trekking poles, snow shoes, and all equipment
for activities

z Large and luxurious suites and cabins

INCLUDED ACTIVITIES AND EDUCATION

z All meals included, including beverages (house wine and beer),
à la carte option for suite guests

z A welcome event, daily gathering and a farewell event

z Coffee and tea throughout the day

z In-depth lectures on science, history and culture

z Early riser and afternoon treat

z Explorer Science Programme with Citizen Science 		
activities

z Outdoor and indoor gym (and pool on MS Otto Sverdrup),
hot tubs and sauna

z Destination-focused onboard library

z Free Wi-Fi

z Professional photographer on board to provide tips

z No gratuities expected

z Opportunities to dine and interact with the Expedition
Team
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© HURTIGRUTEN

FJÆRLAND
Fjærland is a scenic region of
glaciers, mountains, fjords and
idyllic farmland, centred around
the village Mundal, which is
perched on the water´s edge. The
landscape here has been shaped
by 2.6 million years of glacial
carving, resulting in stunning
mountains and U-shaped valleys
crossed by glacial rivers.

© ØRJAN BERTELSEN

9 EXCITING
NEW DESTINATIONS

The local ice fields of Bøyabreen
and Supphellebreen are branches
of Jostedalsbreen - the largest
glacier in Europe. Jostedalsbreen
has been a transport route for
centuries, and there are countless
stories about breathtaking
journeys across the ice, just
waiting to be told to curious
visitors.
Local farms are generally large
and enjoy an excellent climate
for dairy production.

© KLAUS PREDIGER

We have chosen nine handpicked, exclusive
ports for you to explore along the Norwegian
coastline, plus the best time to explore them.

© HURTIGRUTEN

© TORI HOGAN

© STIAN KLO

© HURTIGRUTEN

© ØRJAN BERTELSEN

© HURTIGRUTEN

© HURTIGRUTEN

© SHERIDAN CONOR

© ØRJAN BERTELSEN

LOFOTEN (REINE & Å)

VESTERÅLEN

SENJA

LYNGEN ALPS & HAVNNES

TRÆNA

ALTA

STAVANGER

NARVIK

The quaint red and white
fishermen´s huts dotting
Reine´s shoreline have come
to symbolise the beauty of
the coast. With a population
of only 314, the age-old way
of life is preserved here,
including a respect for nature
and the benefits of “friluftsliv”
– a healthy love of outdoor
adventure.

The rugged archipelago of
Vesterålen is set north of
Lofoten above the Arctic
Circle, extending west from
mainland Norway into the
Atlantic Ocean. This is a land
of powerful contrasts, ranging
from tiny islets to some of the
largest islands in Norway, from
idyllic beaches to lush farmland,
and from rugged mountains to
dramatic fjords.

The island of Senja sits
northeast of Vesterålen, flanked
by the Norwegian Sea, the
Malangen fjord, the Gisundet
strait and the Solbergfjorden.

Lyngenfjord is a scenic
82-kilometre (51 mi) long fjord in
Troms county, located some
600 kilometres north of the
Arctic Circle.

The isle´s beautiful and
amazingly varied landscape has
led to it earning the nickname
of “Norway in miniature”,
because so many of the nation´s
highlights can be seen in this
single unique area. High
mountains, like 1,237-metrehigh Løksetind, fjords, valleys,
colourful villages and bays make
the island an unforgettable
destination.

Lyngenfjord is ideal for those
seeking to challenge themselves
in Arctic nature. World-class
skiing, fantastic hikes, whale
watching, mountain biking,
glacier walks, fishing and unique
Northern Lights photography
are just some of the activities
you can enjoy here.
It has islands in the north, the
Lyngen Alps to the west, lush
valleys, rivers and vast Arctic
wilderness in the south-east.
And you can explore here with
care for the environment.

At the very edge of the Arctic
Circle, 33 nautical miles from
the mainland, the islands that
make up Træna rise from the
sea. Træna is made up of more
than 1,000 islands, reefs and
islets with great hiking trails and
spectacular views. Only four
of the islands are populated:
Husøya, Selvær, Sanna and
Sandøy.

Alta is a lovely small town in
Finnmark county of just over
20,000 inhabitants, located
well above the Arctic Circle
at 70 degrees north latitude.
Winter or summer, Alta is a
perfect adventure destination,
combining a wide range of
outdoor activities with a
personal, un-touristy feel.

Located in the southwestern
corner of Norway, the Stavanger
region is considered the
“shortcut to the fjords”. You
will dock near historic Old
Stavanger. A short stroll away
is the lovely 12th century
Cathedral and the city centre
with its cobbled pedestrian
streets and one of the largest
areas of old wooden houses in
Europe.

Narvik, or Áhkanjárga in the
local Sami dialect, is located on
the shores of the Ofotfjorden,
some 220 kilometres (140 mi)
inside the Arctic Circle. One of
the most northerly towns in the
world, Narvik is a town with an
urban touch on the edge of true
Arctic wilderness.

The dramatic landscape offers a
wide variety of outdoor activities
to enjoy, such as biking, hiking
and kayaking in summer, as well
as fishing, sea rafting, and crosscountry skiing in the winter.
Another attraction is the nearby
fishing community of Å, less
than 10 kilometres from Reine.
Up until about 20 years ago,
Å was a little-known village
specializing in dried cod or
stockfish.
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This region offers great outdoor
activities. This could be your
once in a lifetime chance to
spot a sperm whale in the
nutrient-rich area near Andenes.
You might also scout for
minke, pilot and killer whales.
Wonderful local kayaking tours
are available throughout the
archipelago.

The outer side of Senja is
characterized by dramatic
mountains, an idyllic
archipelago and sandy beaches,
while the inner side has a gentle
landscape of rolling hills and
birch forests.

The west side of the fjord is
dominated by the majestic
Lyngen Alps, running the length
of the peninsula.

The Midnight Sun can be seen
from early June to late July, and
the Northern Lights are visible
during autumn and winter.
Under these lights, and with
stunning natural beauty, Træna
has become a fantastic place
for outdoor activities, all year
round. There are local guides
offering kayaking tours, hiking
excursions, biking and caving
adventures, rafting, fishing,
climbing, and even dog sledding
safaris in the winter.

Winter activities include
dogsledding, snowmobiling,
snowshoe hikes, close
encounters with reindeer and
the Sami community, horse
sleigh rides through the forest,
and more.
Alta’s unusual weather
conditions and remarkably
clear skies have made it a
prime location for hunting and
studying the Northern Lights
since the 1800s.

The history of Stavanger is rich
with important Viking events
like the famed battle between
Viking tribes in 872 AD that
united the Norwegian kingdom
for the first time. Many visitors
enjoy taking a short bus ride to
the Swords in the Rock, which
commemorates the victory of
Harald Hårfagre.
Stavanger is also considered
the Oil Capital of Norway and
hosts the fascinating Norwegian
Petroleum museum.

In the city, enjoy galleries,
shops, and museums
overlooked by beautiful
mountains. As a coastal
town, Narvik has great locallysourced seafood from the fjords
and reindeer meat from the
mountains. Narvik also has a
fish market with a restaurant
that offers unique local cuisine.
The stunning landscape around
Narvik offers great outdoor
activity possibilities.
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12 DAYS MS TROLLFJORD

North Cape
71°N

Departures: 11, 22 January, 2, 13, 24 February, 2, 13, 24 October,
4, 15, 26 November, 7, 18, 29 December 2021, 9, 20, 31 January and 11 February 2022
From €2,699 pp

WII history of

amous
Viking history

3
66°3

TIC

CIRC

z The Northern Lights Cathedral at Alta

LE

z Raw and powerful beauty near Narvik
z Norway’s longest fjord - Sognefjord

Sandnessjøen

ATLANTIC
OCEAN

Kristiansund
Molde
Ålesund

NORTHERN LIGHTS PROMISE
The beautiful Aurora Borealis is Mother Nature’s ultimate light show.
We know that no trip to the Arctic Circle is quite complete without
experiencing this highlight at least once on your journey. If the Northern
Lights do not appear on your cruise to Norway, we will give you another
6 or 7-day Classic Voyage FREE OF CHARGE. Promise is applicable on
selected voyages between 1 October and 31 March.

RC
'N A

Brønnøysund

HURTIGRUTEN’S

n for its

z North Cape - edge of the world

Lofoten

starting
and ending
in Bergen

Fjærland

Bergen

NORWAY

North Cape Globe

© RALPH GRIEBENOW

rch epicentre

Seeing the Northern Lights is one of
the greatest travel experiences.
Join us as we guide you on an exciting
winter Arctic adventure with our eyes
turned towards the skies.

z Lofoten’s dramatic scenery

Narvik

Svolvær
Reine

Brønnøysund

© TOR EVEN MATHISEN - GETTY IMAGES

During these expedition cruises, you can take part in a wide
selection of excursions such as visits to museums and sites.
Learn more at global.hurtigruten.com

ARCTIC WINTER AND NORTHERN LIGHTS

PRICE FROM €2,699 PP

12-day expedition cruise with MS Trollfjord

INSIDE CABIN - I GRADE

DAY 1 BERGEN

DAY 5 TROMSØ

DAY 9 SANDNESSJØEN

DAY 11 FJÆRLAND

Founded in 1070, Bergen’s
Discover the Gateway to the
The Seven Sisters mountain
history, culture and glorious
Arctic and its rich explorer
range towers over quaint
winter setting make for an
history, the Arctic Cathedral and
Sandnessjøen, which has a
unforgettable starting point for
incredible views.
colourful Viking history.
_name/ss_forum/p_action/1/binderId/10321770/action/view_permalink/entityType/folder/novl_url/1
your Northern Lights adventure.
INCLUDED ACTIVITY:
INCLUDED ACTIVITY:
Fjellheisen cable car ride
Viking Experience Centre

We sail the longest fjord in
Norway, Sognefjord, to the
idyllic village of Fjærland to
come close to dramatic glacier
landscapes.
INCLUDED ACTIVITY:
Norwegian Glacier Museum

DAY 2 ÅLESUND
DAY 6 NORTH CAPE

DAY 10 KRISTIANSUND AND MOLDE

Stand on the edge of the world
with nothing between you and
the North Pole but ice and Arctic
sea, perhaps lit by the Northern
Lights above.
INCLUDED ACTIVITY:
Scenic coach ride to the North Cape

Kristiansund is known as
Norway’s dried cod capital.
From Molde you have a great
view of the stunning Romsdal
Alps. Between the two, we
tour one of the nation’s most
beautiful roads.
INCLUDED ACTIVITY:
Scenic coach ride on the famed
Atlantic Road

DAY 3 BRØNNØYSUND
Join local experts to get to know
this charming town before we
sail past the white Seven Sisters
mountains and beyond the
Arctic Circle in the evening.
INCLUDED ACTIVITY:
Historical walk in Brønnøysund

DAY 7 ALTA

DAY 4 LOFOTEN

DAY 8 NARVIK

The dramatic Arctic beauty of
Lofoten is on full display as we
sail by frozen peaks, sheltered
bays and untouched beaches,
and encounter spectacularly
narrow Trollfjorden.
INCLUDED ACTIVITY:
Explore the fishing village of Å

View historic Narvik from a
cable car or visit the world’s
northernmost wildlife park on
an optional excursion.
INCLUDED ACTIVITY:
Narvik War Museum
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An epicentre of aurora research,
UNESCO listed Alta is set
directly below the Northern
Lights oval at 70 degrees North.
INCLUDED ACTIVITY:
Northern Lights Cathedral

The famed Atlantic Road

DAY 12 BERGEN
Our adventure ends in colourful
Bergen, affording the chance to
learn more about the city that is
surrounded by seven mountains.

Booking code

EARLY BOOKING FARE
FROM € PER PERSON
€2,799

€3,732

22.01.21 - 02.02.21

€2,899

€3,865

02.02.21 - 13.02.21

€2,999

€3,999

13.02.21 - 24.02.21

€3,099

€4,132

24.02.21 - 07.03.21

€3,199

€4,265

02.10.21 - 13.10.21

€3,399

€4,532

13.10.21 - 24.10.21

€3,299

€4,399

24.10.21 - 04.11.21

€3,199

€4,265

04.11.21 - 15.11.21

€3,099

€4,132

€2,899

€3,865

TFNOR2122WI

26.11.21 - 07.12.21

€2,799

€3,732

07.12.21 - 18.12.21

€2,699

€3,599

18.12.21 - 29.12.21

€3,399

€4,532

29.12.21 - 09.01.22

€3,399

€4,532

09.01.22 - 20.01.22

€2,999

€3,999

20.01.22 - 31.01.22

€3,099

€4,132

31.01.22 - 11.02.22

€3,199

€4,265

11.02.22 - 22.02.22

€3,399

€4,532

Prices in red include the 25% Early Booking Discount
and are subject to change and availability.

Dogsledding

North Cape Globe

BROCHURE FARE
FROM € PER PERSON

11.01.21 - 22.01.21

15.11.21 - 26.11.21

Northern Lights Cathedral, Alta

© RAINER TADDY

This city is a shining example
of Art Nouveau architecture,
providing snowdusted city
walks that reveal a rich maritime
tradition.
INCLUDED ACTIVITY:
The Norwegian Aquarium

Date
From/to

© NANCY BUNDT

World” at

ARCTIC WINTER AND
NORTHERN LIGHTS EXPEDITION

© CARINA DUNKHORST

ct destination

z The Art Nouveau beauty of Ålesund
z Viking history at Sandnessjøen

Vesterålen

© ØRJAN BERTELSEN

s Lofoten
villages of

z History, art and nature in Bergen

Alta
Tromsø

© STIAN KLO

und and see

Highlights include

Honningsvåg

ory and

inter twilight

BARENTS
SEA

YOUR HOLIDAY PRICE INCLUDES:
• Full board in cabin grade of your choice
• All meals include beverages (house beer and wine, 		
sodas and mineral water in all restaurants)
• Free tea and coffee
• Landings with small boats and a rich programme of 		
included activities aboard and ashore
• English-speaking Expedition Team that gives lectures 		
as well as accompanies landings and activities
• Complimentary wind and water-resistant jacket
• Loan of boots and trekking poles.

early booking

DISCOUNT
SAVE 25%

Book by
30 September 2020

All itineraries and planned landings are subject to weather and may change.
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Bergen-North Cape-Bergen
Winter

12 DAYS MS TROLLFJORD
Departures: 7, 18, 29 March
and 9, 20 April 2021
From €3,299 pp

North Cape
71°N

BARENTS
SEA

Honningsvåg

Highlights
1.

WHITE WINTER
EXPEDITION
From pure white Arctic snow, to the
glow of the Northern Lights, to the
awakening of spring in the fjords,
this journey offers spectacular
Norway at its best.

2.

Experience the Northern Lights or winter twilight
with the Norway experts

3.

Wander the Art Nouveau city of Ålesund and see
the Norwegian Aquarium

4.

A full day exploring the world famous Lofoten
Islands, including the unique fishing villages of
Reine and Å

5.

Alta

Learn about Norwegian culture, history and
nature with our Expedition Teams

Tromsø
Vesterålen

Lofoten

3
66°3

Enjoy a full day in Tromsø, the perfect destination
for a variety of winter activities

Highlights include

Visit Alta, the Northern Lights research epicentre

8.

Get to know the wilderness and WWII history of
Narvik

9.

Explore Sandnessjøen, home of the famous
Seven Sister`s mountain range and Viking history

RC
'N A

TIC

CIRC

LE

Sandnessjøen
Brønnøysund

6. Spend a full day at the “Edge of the World” at
North Cape
7.

Narvik

Svolvær
Reine

ATLANTIC
OCEAN

Kristiansund
Molde
Ålesund

10. Exclusive full day in Fjærland, known for its
glaciers and stunning fjord scenery

starting
and ending
in Bergen

Fjærland

z History, art and nature in Bergen

Bergen

NORWAY

z Powerful glaciers in Fjærland
z Art Nouveau elegance in Ålesund
z Cross the Arctic Circle
z The remote beauty of Lofoten
z Raw wilderness near Narvik

Bergen Founded in 1070,
Bergen’s history, culture and
glorious winter setting make
for an unforgettable starting
point for your Northern Lights
adventure.

DAY 2 ÅLESUND
This city is a shining example
of Art Nouveau architecture,
providing snowdusted city
walks that reveal a rich maritime
tradition.
INCLUDED ACTIVITY:
The Norwegian Aquarium

DAY 3 BRØNNØYSUND
Join local experts to get to know
this charming town before we
sail past the white Seven Sisters
mountains and beyond the
Arctic Circle in the evening.
INCLUDED ACTIVITY:
Historical walk in Brønnøysund

DAY 4 LOFOTEN
The dramatic Arctic beauty of
Lofoten is on full display as we
sail by frozen peaks, sheltered
bays and untouched beaches,
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and encounter spectacularly
narrow Trollfjorden.
INCLUDED ACTIVITY:
Explore the fishing village of Å

DAY 5 TROMSØ
Discover the Gateway to the
Arctic and its rich explorer
history, the Arctic Cathedral and
incredible views.
INCLUDED ACTIVITY:
Fjellheisen cable car ride

DAY 6 NORTH CAPE
Stand on the edge of the world
with nothing between you and
the North Pole but ice and Arctic
sea, perhaps lit by the Northern
Lights above.
INCLUDED ACTIVITY:
Scenic coach ride to the North Cape

DAY 7 ALTA
An epicentre of aurora research,
UNESCO listed Alta is set
directly below the Northern
Lights oval at 70 degrees North.
INCLUDED ACTIVITY:
Northern Lights Cathedral

© ØRJAN BERTELSEN

Find images here:

DAY 8 NARVIK

DAY 11 FJÆRLAND

View historic Narvik from a
cable car or visit the world’s
northernmost wildlife park on
an optional excursion.
INCLUDED ACTIVITY:
Narvik War Museum

We sail the longesthttps://losco.dinefiler.no/ssf/a/c/p_name/ss_forum/p_action/1/binderId/10321770/action/view_permalink/entityType/folder/novl_url/1
fjord in
Norway, Sognefjord, to the
idyllic village of Fjærland to
come close to dramatic glacier
landscapes.
INCLUDED ACTIVITY:
Kristiansund
Norwegian Glacier Museum

© PHOTO COMPETITION

DAY 1 BERGEN

Lofoten

DAY 9 SANDNESSJØEN
The Seven Sisters mountain
range towers over quaint
Sandnessjøen, which has a
colourful Viking history.
INCLUDED ACTIVITY:
Viking Experience Centre

WHITE WINTER EXPEDITION

DAY 12 BERGEN

INSIDE CABIN - I GRADE
Date
From/to

DAY 10 KRISTIANSUND AND MOLDE
Kristiansund is known as
Norway’s dried cod capital.
From Molde you have a great
view of the stunning Romsdal
Alps. Between the two, we
tour one of the nation’s most
beautiful roads.
INCLUDED ACTIVITY:
Scenic coach ride on the famed
Atlantic Road

Jazzgutten, Molde

Hiking

PRICE FROM €3,299 PP

12-day expedition cruise with MS Trollfjord

Our adventure ends in colourful
Bergen, affording the chance to
learn more about the city that is
surrounded by seven mountains.

© SUE/HURTIGRUTEN

z The Northern Lights Cathedral in Alta

During these expedition cruises, you can take part in a wide
selection of excursions such as visits to museums and sites.
Learn more at global.hurtigruten.com

© ØRJAN BERTELSEN

z Rich history and amazing nature in Tromsø

YOUR HOLIDAY PRICE INCLUDES:
• Full board in cabin grade of your choice
• All meals include beverages (house beer and wine, 		
sodas and mineral water in all restaurants)
• Free tea and coffee
• Landings with small boats and a rich programme of 		
included activities aboard and ashore
• English-speaking Expedition Team that gives lectures 		
as well as accompanies landings and activities
• Complimentary wind and water-resistant jacket
• Loan of boots and trekking poles.

Booking code

EARLY BOOKING FARE
FROM € PER PERSON

BROCHURE FARE
FROM € PER PERSON

07.03.21 - 18.03.21

€3,299

€4,399

18.03.21 - 29.03.21

€3,299

€4,399

€3,399

€4,532

09.04.21 - 20.04.21

€3,399

€4,532

20.04.21 - 01.05.21

€3,399

€4,532

29.03.21 - 09.04.21

TFNOR2122SP

Prices in red include the 25% Early Booking Discount
and are subject to change and availability.

early booking

DISCOUNT
SAVE 25%

Book by
30 September 2020

All itineraries and planned landings are subject to weather and may change.
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12 DAYS MS TROLLFJORD

North Cape
71°N

Departures: 1, 12, 23 May, 3, 14, 25 June, 6, 17, 28 July,
8, 19, 30 August and 10, 21 September 2021
From €3,499 pp

z Bergen’s history, culture and natural
setting

Lyngen Alps

Havnnes
Tromsø

NORWAY FJORDS AND
MIDNIGHT SUN EXPEDITION

Midnight Sun with

z Fascinating Torghatten

Stokmarknes
Lofoten

Embark on an unforgettable expedition
cruise to breath-taking fjords, colourful
m with spectacular
fishing villages and remote natural beauty.

oten

z The Gatewayto the Arctic - Tromsø

Svolvær
Reine

DAY 3 BRØNNØYSUND
Explore the UNESCO site of
Vega on an optional excursion
before we sail past the Seven
Sisters mountain range and the
Arctic Circle.
INCLUDED ACTIVITY:
Hike to scenic Torghatten

z View of the Lyngen Alps
z Stunning Lofoten with picturesque
Svolvær and Reine

Brønnøysund

z The Island of Træna

ATLANTIC
OCEAN

z Hjørundfjord’sremote beauty

DAY 7 LYNGEN ALPS
Take in the magnificent Lyngen
Alps as we reach Årøybukt,
then on to Havnnes for exciting
activities.
INCLUDED ACTIVITY:
Experience Havnnes

z Vesterålen’s wildlife

Trondheim

starting
and ending
in Bergen

Ålesund
Hjørundfjord

Bergen

NORWAY

DAY 8 LOFOTEN
Experience dramatic Trollfjord,
with mountain walls that soar
1,000 metres high before we
explore Lofoten’s breathtaking
scenery with stops in Svolvær
and Reine.
INCLUDED ACTIVITY:
Discover the fishing village of Å

Bergen

During these expedition cruises, you can take part in a wide
selection of excursions such as visits to museums and sites.
Learn more at global.hurtigruten.com

Lofoten
© SHUTTERSTOCK

FJORDS AND MIDNIGHT SUN EXPEDITION

DAY 9 TRÆNA

Norway’s oldest fishing village
located far out to sea is a great
hub for adventure such as
spotting eagles, swimming or
DAY 4 VESTERÅLEN
hiking.
We cruise to Stokmarknes and
INCLUDED ACTIVITY:
Risøyhamn to take advantage
um/p_action/1/binderId/10321770/action/view_permalink/entityType/folder/novl_url/1
Concert in a large cave
of great excursion opportunities
like hiking, kayaking or whale
DAY 10 TRONDHEIM
safaris.
Wander the lanes of the city,
INCLUDED ACTIVITY:
Hiking in Trondheim
founded in 997, and enjoy
The Hurtigruten Museum
cafes, restaurants and optional
activities like hiking, biking and
DAY 5 TROMSØ
kayaking.
Discover the rich Arctic heritage
INCLUDED ACTIVITY:
and magnificent natural setting
Visit Nidaros Cathedral
of the “Paris of the North”.
INCLUDED ACTIVITY:
DAY 11 HJØRUNDFJORD
Polaria Experience Centre
Far off the tourist track,
Hjørundfjord is one of
DAY 6 NORTH CAPE
Norway’s most pristine, idyllic
Stand at the edge of the world, a
and beautiful fjords with
mere 2,100 kms from the North
great activity options, such
Pole on one of the northern
as an optional excursion to
most points on the European
Geirangerfjord.
continent.
INCLUDED ACTIVITY:
INCLUDED ACTIVITY:
Explore the village of Urke
Visit to the North Cape

DAY 12 BERGEN
Our adventure ends where it
began, in the idyllic port city of
Bergen.
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LE

© PHOTO COMPETITION/HURTIGRUTEN

Art Nouveau architecture is on
full display in Ålesund. Join an
optional excursion to discover
more by kayak.
INCLUDED ACTIVITY:
Hike to Mt. Aksla

CIRC

The midnight sun

12-day expedition cruise with MS Trollfjord

PRICE FROM €3,499 PP

INSIDE CABIN - I GRADE
Date
From/to

Booking code

EARLY BOOKING FARE
FROM € PER PERSON

BROCHURE FARE
FROM € PER PERSON

€3,499

€4,665

01.05.21 - 12.05.21

North Cape Globe

Science Centre

© AGURTXANE CONCELLON/HURTIGRUTEN

DAY 2 ÅLESUND

TIC

© CARINA DUNKHORST

en district in Bergen

Træna

RC
'N A

z The edge of the world The North Cape

© CHERYL MURPHY

Enjoy charming Bergen before
sailing the Viking route of
Hjeltefjord.

3
66°3

© ORJAN BERTELSEN

own for its gigantic
DAY 1 BERGEN/ÅLESUND

z The Art Nouveau elegance of Ålesund

Vesterålen

Risøyhamn

ding Stokmarknes

dfjord

Highlights include

Honningsvåg

e with our

d, Tromsø and

BARENTS
SEA

YOUR HOLIDAY PRICE INCLUDES:
• Full board in cabin grade of your choice
• All meals include beverages (house beer and wine, 		
sodas and mineral water in all restaurants)
• Free tea and coffee
• Landings with small boats and a rich programme of 		
included activities aboard and ashore
• English-speaking Expedition Team that gives lectures 		
as well as accompanies landings and activities
• Complimentary wind and water-resistant jacket
• Loan of boots and trekking poles.

12.05.21 - 23.05.21

€3,599

€4,799

23.05.21 - 03.06.21

€3,699

€4,932

03.06.21 - 14.06.21

€3,799

€5,065

14.06.21 - 25.06.21

€3,999

€5,332

25.06.21 - 06.07.21

€3,999

€5,332

06.07.21 - 17.07.21

€3,899

€5,199

€3,899

€5,199

28.07.21 - 08.08.21

€3,799

€5,065

08.08.21 - 19.08.21

€3,699

€4,932

19.08.21 - 30.08.21

€3,599

€4,799

30.08.21 - 10.09.21

€3,499

€4,665

10.09.21 - 21.09.21

€3,499

€4,665

21.09.21 - 02.10.21

€3,499

€4,665

17.07.21 - 28.07.21

TFNOR2122SU

Prices in red include the 25% Early Booking Discount
and are subject to change and availability.

early booking

DISCOUNT
SAVE 25%

Book by
30 September 2020

All itineraries and planned landings are subject to weather and may change.
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MS Trollfjord
Observation deck

9

Hot tubs

Sauna

8

Library

Lounge & bar

Gym

Bar
Lounge & bar

7
6

Science Center

Photo

DECK

Reception

2

SHIP YARD: Fosen Mek. Verk. (N)

Expedition Team
Science Center
Sleek, modern style
3 different restaurants
Explorer lounge & bar
2 hot tubs
Panoramic sauna and gym
Powered with biodiesel/
biofuel

MS TROLLFJORD

Lounge

Info/
Tour Leader

Library

Saga fjord
Bar

U2-705
U2-703
Q2-701

U2-713
U2-709
U2-707

U2-706
U2-704
Q2-702

I2-714 I2-711
I2-708

I2-623
I2-621
I2-617
I2-613
I2-609
Outdoor walking deck

À la Carte restaurant

I2-600

YA3-614
P2-612
P2-610
P2-608
P2-606
P2-604
Q2-602

Q2-664

YA3-616

DECK
6

YA3-619
P2-615
P2-611
P2-607
P2-605
P2-603
Q2-601

YA3-625

U2-716
U2-712
U2-710

I2-689
I2-685
I2-681
I2-677
I2-673
I2-669
I2-665
I2-661
I2-657

6

QJ-736
J2-734
J2-732
J2-730
J2-728
J3-726
J3-724
J3-722
J3-720
J3-718

I2-778
I2-774
I2-770
I2-766
I2-762
I2-758
I2-754
I2-750
I2-746
Q2-691

J3-633
J3-631
J3-629
J3-627

lco
Ba
© JEANNERET/PHOTO COMPETITION

MG-780

J3-717
J3-715

I2-773
I2-769
I2-765
I2-761
I2-757
I2-753
I2-749
I2-745
I2-741

Balcony

M2-782

DECK
7

QJ-640
J3-638
J3-636
J3-634
J3-632
J3-630
J3-628
J3-626
J3-624
J3-622
J3-620
J3-618

lco
Ba

MG-775

ny

7

© AGURTXANE CONCELLON PHOTOGRAPHY

© AGURTXANE CONCELLON PHOTOGRAPHY

Panoramic sauna

Panorama

Hall

AUNE RESTAURANT

Find more images here: https://hurtigrutenintern.imageshop.no/1076915/

Expedition Suite

Bar

J3-731
J3-729
J3-727
J3-725
J3-723
J3-721
J3-719

EXPEDITION SUITE

SERVICE SPEED: 18 knots

Fjord

Lounge

Fjord

ny

PANORAMIC SAUNA

DECK
8

Espolin
Johnson

J3-647
J3-645
J3-643
J3-641
J3-639
J3-637
J3-635

§ Separate á la carte dining room

BEAM: 21.5m

© AGURTXANE CONCELLON/HURTIGRUTEN

© AGURTXANE CONCELLON/HURTIGRUTEN

§ Restaurant

8

OVERALL LENGTH: 135.75m

§ Wi-Fi

MG-817

CABINS: 267

MG-815
U2-813
U2-811
U2-809
U2-807
U2-805
U2-803
U2-801

GROSS TONNAGE: 16,140 t

MG-816
U2-814
U2-812
U2-810
U2-808
U2-806
U2-804
U2-802

§ Shop

YEAR OF CONSTRUCTION: 2002
MG-819

§ Library

FLAG: Norway

MG-818

§ Fitness room

Sauna

MG-821

§ Cafe

Fitness
room

SHIP YARD: Fosen Mek. Verk. (N)

MG-822

§ Hot tub

SERVICE SPEED: 15 knots

Lounge

Bar

Seating area

MG-820

§ Two bars

BEAM: 21.5 m

Outdoor
Explorer
deck

DECK
9

P2-687
P2-683
P2-679
P2-675
P2-671
P2-667
P2-663
P2-659
P2-655
O2-653
O2-651
O2-649

§ Sauna

OVERALL LENGTH: 135.75 m

Panorama

Polar

P2-662
P2-660
P2-658
P2-656
P2-654
P2-652
P2-650
P2-648
P2-646
O2-644
O2-642

§ Expedition Team

9

CABINS: 267

MX-825

Trollfjord in Lofoten. Inside she provides
spectacular comfort and modern facilities
and interior design that makes extensive
use of Norwegian wood and stone. The
ship’s spacious, two-storey panorama
lounge is above the bow. Its wall-to wall
windows bathe the lounge in natural light
and provide extraordinary views. MS
Trollfjord is equipped for shore power,
completely eliminating emissions when
docked in ports with shore power facilities.

GROSS TONNAGE: 16,140 t

MG-823

SHIP FACILITIES

Outdoor
Jacuzzi
deck

FLAG: Norway
YEAR OF CONSTRUCTION: 2002

MG-824

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

© AGURTXANE CONCELLON/HURTIGRUTEN

The ship is named after the spectacular Trollfjord in
Lofoten. Inside she provides spectacular comfort and
modern facilities. and interior design that makes extensive
use of Norwegian wood and stone. The ship’s spacious,
two-storey panorama lounge is above the bow. Its wall-towall windows bathe the lounge in natural light and provide
extraordinary views. MS Trollfjord is equipped for shore
completely eliminating emissions when docked in
The ship is named after thepower,
spectacular
ports with shore power facilities.

MS TROLLFJORD

MX-826

Lindstrøm restaurant

U2-771
U2-767
U2-763
U2-759
U2-755
U2-751
U2-747
U2-743
U2-739
U2-737
U2-735
U2-733

Fredheim restaurant

3

U2-776
U2-772
U2-768
U2-764
U2-760
U2-756
U2-752
U2-748
U2-744
U2-742
U2-740
U2-738

Shop

4

Balcony

5

Aune restaurant

Balcony

Outdoor walking deck

À la carte
Restaurant

5

POLAR
INSIDE

14

23-24 m2

One or two-room suite, TV, kettle and private balcony.

6

16-24 m2

One-room suite, seating area, TV, kettle.

6, 7

16-17 m2

With limited/no view, separate beds, seating area, TV, kettle, mini-bar.

YA

Outside cabin

6

16 m

P

Outside cabin

6

10-11 m2

Separate beds, one bed can be turned into a sofa, kettle.

U

Outside cabin

7, 8

10-14 m2

Separate beds, one bed can be turned into a sofa, some with table, kettle.

O

Outside cabin

4, 6

10-12 m2

Separate beds, one bed can be turned into a sofa.

N

Outside cabin

4

11-12 m2

Separate beds, one bed can be turned into a sofa.

L

Outside cabin

4

10-11 m2

With portholes, separate beds, one bed can be turned into a sofa, some with upper and lower bed.
Some have limited or no view.

J

Outside cabin

6, 7

11-12 m2

With limited/no view, separate beds, one bed can be turned into a sofa.

I

Inside cabin

4, 6, 7

9-15 m2

Separate beds, one bed can be turned into a sofa.

2

One bed, one sofa bed, table, kettle, TV. Adapted for guests with disabilities.

4

DECK
4

Laundry

Gangway

I4-439

Reception

3

Luggage

O2-432
O2-429
O2-430 I2-428 I2-425 O2-427
O2-424 I2-426 I2-423 O2-421
O2-422 I2-420 I2-417 O2-419
O2-418
O2-415
L2-416
L2-413
L2-414
L2-409
L2-406
L2-405
L2-404
L2-403
L2-402
L2-401

Outside cabin

7

N2-459
N2-455
N2-451
N2-449
N2-447
N2-445
N2-443

Mini suite

35-37 m

Café

I2-457
I2-453

Q
QJ

7, 8

One or two-room suite, seating area, TV, kettle, stereo, internet access, mini-bar, some with bathtub,
bay window or private balcony.

2

Viking Saga

I2-437
I2-435
I2-433
I2-431

Suite

Two-room suite, seating area, dining table, TV, kettle, stereo, internet access, mini-bar, private balcony.

I2-441

M

43-45 m2

Market

Shop

I2-487
I2-481
I2-479

Grand suite

8

Breakfast
Lunch
Dinner

I2-410
I2-411
I2-412

I2-407
I2-408

DECK
3

Car deck

L2-342
L2-340
L2-338
L2-336
L2-334
L2-332
L2-330
L2-328
L2-326
L2-324
L2-322
L2-320
L2-318
L2-316
L2-314
L2-312
L2-310
L2-308
L2-306
L2-304
L2-302

POLAR
OUTSIDE

MG

DESCRIPTION

Lecture
halls

Viking

Car lift

ARCTIC
SUPERIOR

Owner’s suite

SIZE (m2)

Café

Main Dining

N2-499
N2-493
N2-491
N2-485
N2-483
N2-477
N2-475
N2-473
N2-471
N2-469
N2-467
N2-465
N2-463
N2-461

EXPEDITION
SUITES

MX

DECK

Viking

Saga Hall

N2-494
N2-492
N2-490
N2-488
N2-486
N2-484
N2-482
N2-480
N2-478
N2-476
N2-474
N2-472
N2-470
N2-468
N2-466
N2-464
N2-462
N2-460
N2-458
N2-456
N2-454
N2-452
N2-450
N2-448
N2-446
N2-444
O2-442
O2-440
O2-438
O2-436
O2-434

CATEGORY

DECK
5
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Discover
the natural
beauty of
Norway

global.hurtigruten.com
emea.sales@hurtigruten.com

Follow us on Facebook,
Twitter & Instagram

